Introduction
[2] Saturn's moon Dione (radius $560 km) is in an approximately circular orbit at a radial distance from Saturn of about 6.3 Saturn radii (R S = 60,268 km), outside the orbits of Enceladus (R = 3.9 R S ) and Tethys (R = 4.9 R S ) and inside Rhea (R = 8.7 R S ). Dione is one of Saturn's icy moons, with a surface dominated by water ice [Fink et al., 1976 ) plasma in Saturn's inner magnetosphere, with speed comparable to the rigid corotation speed at Dione's orbit ($62 km/s), overtakes the moon. This plasma impacts and is absorbed by Dione's surface creating a plasma void region (a wake) extended in the direction of Dione's orbital velocity and possibly a neutral exosphere via radiolysis and sputtering. To date there have been two flybys of Dione by Cassini, on Oct 11, 2005 an upstream flyby (D1) and on April 7, 2010 a wake flyby (D2), both at altitudes of about 500 km. In this study, the in situ detection of O 2 + pickup ions by the Cassini plasma spectrometer (CAPS) during D2 is reported. (No similar pick-up was detected by CAPS during the D1 flyby due to the unfavorable upstream geometry.) The pick-up ions are produced when neutrals in the exosphere are ionized primarily via charge exchange, with electron impact and photo ionization also contributing. The newly produced pick-up ions are swept downstream in Saturn's magnetic field. The observations confirm the existence of a sputter-produced neutral exosphere at Dione with associated mass-loading and are consistent with CAPS observations of enhanced plasma production near Dione's orbit [Tokar et al., 2008] . In addition, recent magnetohydrodynamic modeling of the D1 magnetic field signature measured during D1 suggested the presence of a neutral exosphere [Simon et al., 2011] , albeit one with much higher density than that inferred here.
[3] During the Pioneer and Voyager Saturn flybys, all far from Dione, unexplained correlations of Saturn's plasma properties, kilometric radiation, and ion cyclotron emission with Dione's orbital distance and period were noted [Frank et al., 1980; Kurth et al., 1981; Smith and Tsurutani, 1983; Barbosa, 1993] . In 1997, using the Hubble Space Telescope, Noll et al. [1997] reported the detection of ozone (O 3 ) in Dione's surface water ice, indicating concentrations of trapped molecular oxygen (O 2 ). The O 2 and O 3 are thought to be produced primarily by surface radiolysis, a process [e.g., see Johnson and Sittler, 1990] recently identified by Cassini at the moon Rhea [Teolis et al., 2010] . In preparation for the Cassini mission, Sittler et al. [2004] modeled a possible sputter-produced exosphere at Dione and suggested the existence of an exosphere could be inferred by CAPS via detection of pick-up ions during wake flybys, a prediction confirmed in this paper. Following Sittler et al., Saur and Strobel [2005] also modeled a possible exosphere at Dione and the strength of Dione's interaction with the magnetospheric plasma, predicting the associated mass-loading. More recently, Johnson et al. [2008] used the average CAPS plasma data to calculate new sputtering rates for the icy satellites that included the temperature dependent contribution from radiolytic decomposition of ice resulting in the production of O 2 .
Cassini Plasma Spectrometer Observations
[4] Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the Cassini trajectory and CAPS ion measurements during the Dione 2 encounter, with Figure 3 illustrating the CAPS electron observations. In the Dione frame of reference a coordinate system is defined with +x in the direction of nominal plasma corotation, +y toward Saturn, and the z axis completing a right-handed system. Referring to Figure 1 Therefore, during the Dione 2 encounter Cassini passes directly through the wake void region and near the equatorial plane, with closest approach to Dione at 05:16:11.
[5] The CAPS ion observations are discussed first, followed by the electron observations. During the encounter the 8 detectors of the CAPS ion mass spectrometer (IMS) were at a fixed look direction, sampling different ion pitch angles. Typically the CAPS actuator is held fixed during the relatively fast moon encounters with CAPS anodes each sampling different ion gyro plane phases or pitch angles. In Figure 1 (bottom), measurements from IMS anode 4 are shown, which during D2 sensed ion flow approximately in the +x corotation direction. Similarly, Figure 2 (bottom) illustrates measurements from IMS anode 1 which detected ions flowing southward (-z) along the magnetic field direction during this encounter. The color-coded ion count rate for both anodes is plotted as a function of time (4s resolution) over the energy per charge range of about 1 eV to 46 keV. Before the encounter, from about 05:11:00 to at least 05:14:00 UT, Figures 1 (bottom) and 2 (bottom) illustrate typical thermal plasma, consisting of H + , H 2 + and water group ions, nearly corotating at these radial distances. CAPS thermal plasma moments yield an ion flow speed in the azimuthal corotation direction with value 39 AE 6 km/s with respect to Dione, or $79% of perfect corotation. Note that because CAPS is not actuating no information is available on the radial flow velocity during the encounter. Within the geometric wake both ion detector count rates are small, indicative of a plasma void region. Ion acceleration into the wake from the northern wake boundary is evident in the anode 1 data ( Figure 2 ) with a typical signature of ambipolar diffusion [e.g., see Samir et al., 1983] . At later times after leaving the wake the ion data show the characteristic signature of ion injection events [e.g., Hill et al., 2005] leading to a complex plasma environment.
[6] Figure 3 illustrates electron measurements from the CAPS electron spectrometer (ELS) during the encounter, with anode 5 in the bottom panel illustrating the usual low energy plasma population in Saturn's dynamic magnetosphere at this distance (<10 eV). This plasma is disturbed by plasma wake effects at , and also, throughout the interval, by superimposed injection events . The injection events are present both before closest approach (e.g., 05:12 and 05:12:50) and afterwards (e.g., an extended event 05:19-05:20, and an extended event which appears to be superposed on the wake signature itself between 05:17:40-05:18:00). The events before closest approach resemble remote injections while at later times they resemble local injections Hill et al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2009] . The wake signature as seen by ELS consists of a population depleted in flux, but rising in energy to $30 eV, as well as a population which persists for the whole wake period (05:14:40-05:18:20) with a maximum energy $400 eV. Electron pitch angle data (not shown) reveal a refilling of the plasma wake behind Dione by electrons with up to a few hundred eV. Clearly, the ELS signature indicates a complex combination of wake effects and dynamic magnetospheric effects including injection events. In addition, data from anode 3 (Figure 3, top) show a remarkably narrow (in energy) and long-lived feature in the wake region between $05:15:30 and 05:17, which has an energy of $600 eV, intensifies with time, increases a little in energy and eventually apparently merges with an injection signature. It is possible that this feature corresponds to negative pickup ions as observed at Rhea [Teolis et al., 2010] , complementary with the positive pickup ions we report before closest approach, but further analysis is required to confirm this. In particular it is difficult to rule out the role of injection events in producing this population, which will be the subject of a separate study. [7] Of primary importance here are the ion measurements from IMS anode 4 just before and while entering the geometric wake region (Figure 1 ). Recall this anode is sensing flow predominantly in the corotation direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. It is expected that a newly born ion out of a Dione exosphere will be picked up by Saturn's magnetic field and swept away, with a typical trajectory shown by the red curve in Figure 1 (top) . This trajectory is plotted at 2s intervals for an O 2 + ion picked up into a bulk flow along +x of 39 km/s (with respect to Dione) and a uniform magnetic field of 75 nT in the Àz direction [Khurana et al., 2008] . Because this is a low altitude wake pass, freshly produced ions are most likely on a ring velocity space distribution [Sittler et al., 2004] and CAPS anode 4, viewing mainly perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, should detect them as a "bump" in the count rate at energies greater than the main water group ions. (It is also possible that the ions could be non gyrotropic "streams", although CAPS has no measurements at various ion gyrophases.) As illustrated in Figure 4 , such a signature is observed by CAPS in four slices of IMS ion counting data versus energy per charge measured in the region just before entering the wake void (green shaded region on the Cassini trajectory, Figure 1, top) . The arrows in Figure 4 point out the bump in the spectra, attributed here to the presence of freshlyproduced pick-up ions.
[8] Figure 5 expands on the results in Figure 4 , showing in Figure 5 (top) average CAPS IMS ion counts versus energy for anode 4 at early times well away from Dione (05:11:15 to 05:11:27 UT, see Figure 1 ) and in Figure 5 (bottom), the average of the 4 spectra in Figure 4 . In Figure 5 (top) the green curve is a fit to the water group core using a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Note the high energy tail (produced by hot H + and W + , determined by CAPS time of flight data not shown here) between about 1 and a few keV. It is, not surprisingly, not well fit by the Maxwellian but is not a "bump" like those seen in Figure 4 . For the average spectrum ( Figure 5, bottom) . CAPS anode 4 spectra separated by 4s and just outside the wake. Arrows point out the bump in counts attributed to the freshly produced pick up ions. This figure illustrates that the pick-up ion signature attributed to O 2 + persists over multiple CAPS spectra for at least 32s. near the CAPS 1.02 keV energy channel with a range for these flow speeds of 724 eV to 1.45 keV. On the other hand, cold pick-up H 2 O + has the midpoint energy near the 609 eV channel, as shown in Figure 5 , with a range from 430 to 725 eV, well below the energies measured for the bump. These results are a strong indication that the bumps in the CAPS spectra are due to O 2 + pick up ions.
Discussion
[9] The CAPS ion counts at the O 2 + ring energy (Figures 4 and 5) can be used to provide a rough estimate of the O 2 + pick-up ion density. This result can in turn be used to test the modeling of the proposed O 2 atmosphere. Our pick-up ion density estimate is rough primarily because of the large uncertainty in the velocity space distribution of these ions. The estimate is calculated for uniform ring and shell velocity space distributions and the temperature for both is chosen as 10 eV, reasonable given the energy spread of the bump shown in Figure 5 . For the estimate of O 2 + density, the measured CAPS counts at 1.02 keV, corrected for background, are attributed entirely to O 2 + and used to calculate a representative phase space density for this ion. Assuming uniform density, this is multiplied by the volume of velocity space for a ring or shell to obtain number density. The phase space density is f i = C/(v 4 G ɛ Dt), with C the ion counts at the peak of the bump (1.02 keV) corrected for background, v the speed of an O 2 + ion with energy 1.02 keV, G = 7.44 Â 10 À4 cm 2 , the CAPS geometric factor at this energy, ɛ = 0.46, the detection efficiency for O 2 + , and Dt = 54.7 ms, the sample time. The volume of the ring in velocity space is V = (2pV ring )(pv th 2 ) where V ring = 39 km/s is the ring radius and v th is the thermal speed of the ring O 2 + ions assuming T = 10 eV. A similar expression is used for the volume of a shell. The results of this are summarized in Table 1 , with the density of O 2 + ranging from 0.01 AE 0.001 cm À3 for a ring and The fourth column is ion phase space density for the peak of the ion bump assuming these counts are solely due to O 2 + . The last two columns give the resulting ion density for ring and shell velocity space distributions. 0.09 AE 0.01 cm 3 for a shell. The result for the ring is the most probable of these two, given the close proximity of Cassini to the source region (see Figure 1 ) and that the ring may only be partially filled, i.e., non-gyrotropic or streams of ions, as observed by CAPS at Rhea [Teolis et al., 2010] [Johnson et al., 2008] . The corresponding source rate of O 2 from plasma induced decomposition of ice, which is sensitive to the surface temperature, is also close to the assumed 10% of the H 2 O source rate. (Assuming a mean surface temperature $87 K, and using the activation energy of Johnson et al. [2008] , the result is $7%.) The ionization rate used is also reasonably close to the Voyager estimate but the description of their atmosphere was simplified as the ejected O 2 has an escape fraction, f S $0.36 for the assumed ejecta speed distribution for O 2 . Therefore, most O 2 returns to the surface, is transiently absorbed, and is re-emitted thermally accommodated to the average surface temperature as discussed earlier for Rhea [Teolis et al., 2010] and Europa [Johnson et al., 2009] . Therefore, the O 2 that does not escape accumulates until the loss rate, due to escape, ionization and dissociation, equals the source rate. Noting that the ballistic lifetime for O 2 is $2000 sec whereas the lifetimes against ionization and dissociation are $10 6 -10 7 s, the oxygen is cycled through the atmosphere many times prior to its destruction.
[11] The dependence of the density, n, vs. radial distance, r, of this ballistic thermal atmosphere using a mean surface temperature of 87 K with Jeans parameter (gravitational escape energy/ kT) $5.6, is also quite close to that in Figure 1a of Sittler et al. [2004] . Because the accumulation of pick-up ions along the fluid element is dominated by pick-up where the neutral density is largest (i.e., when the element is closest to Dione's surface), we can use the ratio between the calculated pick-up ion density, $0.07/cm 3 and the neutral density at the surface, n o $2 Â 10 4 /cm 3 . However, the calculated pick-up ion density for the model atmosphere was estimated assuming a small gyroradius: i.e., treating the ions motion as a fluid. In a recent paper, Hartle and Sittler [2007] accounted for the ratio of the ion gyroradius, $180 km, to the scale height, $100 km, to correct the pick-up ion density estimates. Using Figure 6 of Hartle and Sittler [2007] the density would be a factor of $1/2 smaller. Therefore, we scale our results using 2(2 Â 10 4 /0.07) $ 6 Â 10 5 for the ratio of surface O 2 density to O 2 + pick-up ion density for a Cassini wake pass. Based on our range of pick-up ion densities (0.01-0.09 O 2 + /cm 3 ) and assuming the same total ionization rate ($2 Â 10 À7 /s), Dione's O 2 atmosphere has a surface density in the range n o $0.6-5 Â 10 4 /cm 3 . This would be a rough lower bound if the fluid elements detected did not sample down to the physical surface. Using these densities, a rough estimate of the O 2 radial column density $0.9-7 Â 10 11 /cm 2 , is of the order of that found at Rhea [Teolis et al., 2010] but much smaller than the recent estimate for Dione using D1 magnetometer data [Simon et al., 2011] .
[12] There are uncertainties in this calculation, not only in the density of the O 2 + pick-up ions but also the location and structure of the detected fluid elements and the fact that the local ionization rates can differ from that in the background gas. More importantly, the surface temperature is not uniform with significant day-night and equator-pole differences ranging from $50-90 K [Howett et al., 2010] . This affects the production, escape, redistribution and, possibly, the burial of O 2 across the surface, allowing for the possibility of build up in the regolith in the colder regions. The radiation chemistry involved has been reviewed recently [Johnson, 2011] . These issues will be dealt with in subsequent, more detailed modeling. However, what is not uncertain is we report here the first in situ detection of a component of Dione's thin sputter produced atmosphere by collecting the pick-up ions. Since the pick-up ion density is directly related to the atmospheric densities, we have also obtained a rough estimate of the atmospheric O 2 density. This is consistent with the earlier observations of oxygen products trapped in the surface ice and places Dione in a category with Europa, Ganymede, Rhea and Saturn's main rings all of which have oxygen atmospheres.
